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A basic protocol for the acoustic characterization of small
and medium-sized classrooms

Arianna Astolfi,a) Greta Minelli, and Giuseppina Emma Puglisi
Politecnico di Torino, Department of Energy, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino, Italy

ABSTRACT:
To promote a fast and effective characterization of the sound environment in small and medium-sized classrooms,

a basic measurement protocol, based on a minimum number of parameters and positions, is provided.

Measurements were taken in 29 occupied classrooms belonging to 13 primary schools in Turin, Italy, that differ in

location and typology. The background noise level was acquired during silent and group activities, and the rever-

beration time, speech clarity, useful-to-detrimental ratio and speech level, were acquired along the main axis of

each classroom and in one or two offset positions. To reduce the number of measured parameters that can be used

to fully characterize classroom acoustics, data were divided into two groups on the basis of a cutoff value of maxi-

mum occupied reverberation time in the case of moderate and severe requirements. Given the strong correlation

among the quantities, thresholds were identified for the other acoustical parameters, and their accuracy and preci-

sion were tested to assess their ability to classify the acoustic quality as compliant or non-compliant. Results sug-

gest that more convenient parameters, like clarity in the central position of the classroom, can be used instead of

reverberation time to classify classroom acoustics. VC 2022 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

What are the optimal acoustic conditions for speech

communication and learning in classrooms? The scope of

the present work has been to identify the basic parameters

and their optimal values necessary to quickly and effectively

characterize the acoustic quality of parallelepipedal shaped

school classrooms with small and medium volumes, i.e.,

between 100 and 290 m3. The study arises from the aware-

ness that many of the available indexes and parameters used

for classroom acoustic characterization are closely corre-

lated. On the basis of this knowledge, which is well-

supported by literature, there is a need to advance such

characterization practices by simplifying the measurement

protocols to save time and to allow wide experimental cam-

paigns to be made to certify a higher number of classrooms.

To this aim, 29 primary classrooms in Turin, Italy, which

are heterogeneous in terms of building typologies and

acoustic conditions, have been considered in this study. The

database we used in Astolfi et al. (2019)1 has been enlarged

in this work, although we have used the same protocol.

The importance of this work is grounded in the evi-

dence that classroom acoustics affect both students and

teachers for most of the time during their everyday life. As

far as the students are concerned, i.e., from the listeners’

perspective, it is mandatory to guarantee speech comprehen-

sion, above all at the lowest level of education, during the

time in which brain plasticity is still high,2,3 since the

classroom sound environment plays a crucial role in the

learning process and the cognitive development of young

children.4 In these terms, the acoustic quality of classrooms

affects the students’ performance, as has already been

underlined in many studies.5–15 As far as the teachers are

concerned, i.e., from the speakers’ perspective, it is manda-

tory to reduce their vocal effort and load to prevent voice

disorders and to preserve vocal health.16–19 Indeed, dys-

phonic voice has a significant and negative effect on both

speech intelligibility and listening easiness mainly in noise

conditions and high reverberated environments.20

Classroom acoustics also have effects on the occupants’

well-being and in particular on feelings of joy1 and comfort

or discomfort,21,22 on aggression levels,23 and on personal

relationships.24

A. Optimal values for classroom acoustics

1. Reverberation

There is still a lack of agreement on the optimal rever-

beration time (RT) since various target values have been

proposed. In the following, apart from where it is otherwise

specified, the RT and the other quantities are intended as in

occupied conditions, that is, in the condition experienced by

the pupils in the classrooms. Several studies suggest that a

lower reverberation is synonymous with higher acoustical

quality. According to Picard and Bradley (2001),25 a shorter

RT leads to a greater toleration to background noise, and

values of between 0.4 and 0.5 s are thus preferable. In aa)Electronic mail: arianna.astolfi@polito.it
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recent review by Minelli et al. (2022),26 a RT of 0.6 s was

found to guarantee a better learning performance for

5–11 year old students, and this RT was found to increase to

0.7 s for students over 12 years old. Yang and Bradley

(2009)27 suggested an acceptable RT for students aged 6–11

and adults of 0.3–0.9 s, with the ideal values being around

0.7 s. Moreover, Hodgson and Nosal (2002)28 proposed RTs

in the range of 0.1 s to several seconds, when the dominant

source of interfering sounds is nearby children.

These wide optimal ranges are also supported by sev-

eral recent studies that have found a range of 0.4–0.8 s to be

adequate, not only to maximize speech intelligibility but

also to minimize vocal effort. Puglisi et al. (2017)16 found

the optimal RT for speech in primary school classrooms to

be equal to about 0.7 s, while Bottalico and Astolfi (2012)29

suggest a range of between 0.75 and 0.85 s. Pelegr�ın-Garc�ıa
et al. (2014)30 found it to be in the range of 0.5–0.6 s, while

Calosso et al. (2017)31 found it to be equal to about 0.8 s in

secondary school classrooms. Nevertheless, it is worth men-

tioning that the range from 0.7 to 0.9 s, even though well

within the range of measured classroom conditions in many

studies,32 is greater than the upper limit of most standards

and recommendations,32,33 including the influential ANSI

S12.6:2010,34 and the associated ASA publications,35,36

which recommend a RT in unoccupied conditions of 0.6 s.

In the UK, Building Bulletin 93 (BB93:2015)37 established

a maximum mid-frequency unoccupied RT for primary

schools equal to or less than 0.6 s, which can rise to 0.8 s in

the case of refurbishments and for secondary school stu-

dents.19 For comparison purposes, the unoccupied values

should be reduced by about 10% to obtain occupied values,1

which also depend on the age of the occupants. A maximum

reduction of 0.1 s was applied to the reference values listed

above, that is, the optimal occupied RT was 0.5 s, as recom-

mended in the ANSI S12.6:2010 standard34 and in

BB93:2015,37 which can rise to 0.7 s in the case of refur-

bishments or for older students. Nevertheless, if a tolerance

is assumed in the definition of a target value of the reverber-

ation time,38,39 which is almost equal to 0.1 s in this RT

range, the maximum admittable limit values in occupied

conditions again become equal to 0.6 and 0.8 s in the case of

primary school classrooms and for refurbished rooms or

older students, respectively. A RT of 0.6, from 0.250 to

4 kHz, in occupied conditions, is also optimal according to

the DIN 18041:201639 and UNI 11532–2:2020 standards,38

assuming a room volume of about 210 m3 (average volume

of the 29 classrooms in Table I), for rooms dedicated to

communication with the simultaneous presence of several

people speaking in the classroom, as is the case during pri-

mary school lessons.

The requirements are even stricter when children with

special hearing and communication needs are included in

mainstream classrooms.40 In this case, other issues, apart

from optimal values, should be included to control the

low-frequency RT as well as for the use of face masks as

a regular habit as a result of the ongoing COVID-19

pandemic.41

2. Noise

Ambient noise in classrooms is more annoying than

reverberation and leads to a greater impairment of speech

recognition when it is very high.25 Thus, most of the studies

have so far been focused on the impact of noise on the per-

formances, annoyance, and well-being of people in these

environments. Shield and Dockrell (2008)42 found that

pupils aged from 7 to 11 failed to meet the British govern-

ment’s literacy and numeracy targets when the background

noise level (LN90) exceeded 50 dB(A) for 90% of the mea-

surement period. This value corresponds to an equivalent

continuous background noise level LNeq of 64 dB(A) when

pupils are engaged in silent activities and when differences

between LN90 and LNeq of about 14 dB, as measured by

Shield and Dockrell (2004),43 are considered. However,

according to a recent review by Minelli et al. (2022)26 on

optimal acoustic conditions for learning in classrooms,

lower values are recommended, that is, a maximum back-

ground noise level of 35 dB(A) is advised for students youn-

ger than 12 years old in schools, which is almost the same

34 dB(A) value that Picard and Bradley (2001)25 proposed

in the former review for the same age group in empty rooms

or with silent occupants.

3. Speech intelligibility

As far as speech intelligibility is concerned, according

to Formula (3) in Bradley (1986),44 the recommended clar-

ity for speech sounds, C50,45 should be greater than 2 6 1

and 4 6 1 dB at mid frequencies for small classrooms with

RTs of 0.8 and 0.6 s, respectively, and a 1-kHz useful-to-

detrimental ratio, U50, of 1.0 dB is recommended overall

for a high level of speech intelligibility.

Bradley et al. (1999)46 showed that useful-to-detrimen-

tal ratios, speech transmission index measures, and values of

the articulation loss of consonants are all accurate predictors

of speech intelligibility. Moreover, they stated that U50, as

obtained from measured C50, averaged over the four

octaves from 500 Hz to 4 kHz, and A-weighted signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR), as well as other variations of U50 with

respect to the frequency averaging, are equivalent for assess-

ing speech intelligibility. As can be seen in Fig. 3 in Sato

and Bradley et al. (1999),46 U50 values higher than 4 dB

ensure a speech intelligibility that is almost equal to 100%.

B. Reasons for a basic protocol for the in-field
characterization of classroom acoustics

The acoustic measurement procedures and instruments

for classrooms have not been fully standardized, and the

research findings result from a heterogeneous sample of in-

field methods.

An in-depth comparison of the literature has revealed

the following:

(i) The equipment and measurement positions consid-

ered in the studies differ from case to case;
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(ii) the details of the measurement procedures, e.g., the

recording time for the noise level measure-

ment,39,44,47,48 the activities carried out in the class-

room during measurements,44,47 and the height or

precise position of the equipment,38,44,47,49 are not

always described completely in the published studies;

(iii) the values of the specific parameters are often indi-

cated in different ways, i.e., as the frequency range,

dB weighting, averages, and statistical analyses.

All this makes it difficult, or even impossible, to perform

a comparison of the results. Furthermore, despite the large

amount of evidence on the link between classroom acoustics

and students’ performance, there is still a lack of agreement

on the preferred acoustical criteria to guarantee good speech

intelligibility in educational facilities.25 Moreover, the

adopted measurement procedures are all time-demanding,

although most of the parameters are closely correlated.1,44

This work stems from the need to have comfortable

teaching and learning environments, and it is an attempt to

identify the minimum number of parameters that best char-

acterize classroom acoustics, together with their optimal

values. It is aimed at providing a basic measurement

protocol, based on a minimum number of parameters and

measurement positions, for educational facilities. To this

aim, the following questions arose:

(a) How many parameters are needed, as a minimum, to

characterize classroom acoustics?

(b) How many measurement points need to be set in a

classroom?

(c) Do we really need to carry out measurements under

occupied conditions?

(d) What are the thresholds for compliant (C) and non-

compliant (NC) classroom acoustics in primary

schools?

To answer these questions, we measured acoustical

parameters in 29 primary school classrooms in Turin, Italy,

according to a well-thought-out protocol. We carried out

correlations and regression analyses on the collected data,

and we then divided the classrooms into two consistent

groups based on their compliance with an arbitrary occupied

RT threshold, which was chosen among the maximum

admittible values in the case of moderate and severe require-

ments, respectively. Given the strong correlation among the

measured quantities, we also derived thresholds for the other

TABLE I. Features of the classrooms. V means the ceiling was vaulted, C means it was coffered, and F means it was flat. CC indicates the school was in the

city center, PP means it was in the proximity of parks, and SC means it was in a suburban city setting.

ID

Classrooms Schools

Volume (m3)

No. of Pupils during

the measurements

School facing

onto

Ceiling

shape

Acoustic

treatment

Year

of construction Location

Traffic

volume

A1 194 15 Street F Yes 1846 CC Low

A2 261 18 Street V Yes 1846 CC Low

A3 283 19 Street V Yes 1846 CC Low

A4 233 21 Street V Yes 1846 CC Low

A5 264 23 Street V Yes 1846 CC Low

B1 203 22 Street F Yes 1904 SC Low

B2 201 17 Street F Yes 1904 SC Low

C1 123 12 Street F No 1966 SC Low

D1 255 18 Street V No 1891 SC Low

D2 252 21 Courtyard F No 1891 SC Low

E1 236 19 Courtyard V No 1882 CC Medium

E2 236 21 Courtyard V No 1882 CC Medium

F1 279 18 Courtyard F No 1913 SC Medium

F2 261 18 Courtyard F No 1913 SC Medium

G1 136 8 Courtyard F No 1975 PP Low

G2 106 19 Courtyard F No 1975 PP Low

G3 138 16 Courtyard F No 1975 PP Low

H1 133 21 Courtyard F No 1968 SC Low

H2 132 23 Courtyard F No 1968 SC Low

H3 140 20 Courtyard F No 1968 SC Low

H4 132 20 Courtyard F No 1968 SC Low

I1 237 8 Courtyard C No 1909 PP Low

I2 215 12 Courtyard C No 1909 PP Low

L1 241 22 Courtyard F No 1921 SC Low

L2 264 25 Courtyard F No 1921 SC Low

L3 255 21 Courtyard F No 1921 SC Low

M1 207 21 Courtyard V No 1874 CC Low

N1 210 21 Courtyard V No 1887 CC Medium

O1 260 21 Courtyard F No 1903 SC Low
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parameters, which can be used alternatively to qualify class-

room acoustics as C or NC for the two requirements. The

main objective of this research has been to allow acousti-

cians to characterize classroom acoustics using just one or

two measured parameters, since all the others are closely

correlated. These steps have led to the creation of a basic

protocol that can be applied when performing acoustic mea-

surements in traditional frontal-teaching classrooms.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Schools and classrooms

Table I shows the features of the 29 first-grade class-

rooms belonging to 13 primary schools in Turin that were

involved in this study. The majority of the pupils were

6 years old. The locations, periods of construction, and

architectural features of the schools differ. Moreover, they

were built between 1846 and 1975 and are scattered over the

city of Turin in neighborhoods characterized by low or

medium volumes of traffic.50

Each classroom is identified with a code (ID) made up

of a letter that indicates the school and a number that indi-

cates the classroom. The classroom volumes vary between

105 and 290 m3, and all the classrooms except one (G1)

have a rectangular shape. The average height of the class-

rooms ranges from 3.0 to 5.3 m, and the ceilings are flat or

vaulted. The floor finishes are Venetian tiles, except for in

one case (H1), which is instead in linoleum. The furniture

consists of desks and chairs, bookshelves, and blackboards.

Some classrooms have undergone acoustic correction inter-

ventions. Table I shows the number of pupils in each class-

room, and this number refers to those that were present

during the measurements.

B. Characterization of the classroom acoustics

We performed the acoustic measurements in 1 day in

each school in the last 2 months of the school year, over 3

scholastic years, that is, from 2017 to 2019. We carried out

the measurements under occupied conditions, with an aver-

age number of 19 children per class. We also measured the

RT under empty conditions, at the end of each session.

The pupils were seated in the traditional teaching layout

(in rows facing the teacher’s desk) in all the classrooms,

with three or four rows of desks in each classroom, which

were sometimes joined. The teacher’s desk was parallel to

one of the shorter walls in each room, except for in E2,

where the teacher’s desk and the blackboard were parallel to

the longer side of the room for teaching purposes. We iden-

tified the main axis in each classroom, starting from the cen-

ter of the wall behind the teacher’s area.

1. Measurements, setup, and equipment

Details of the measurements, setup, and equipment can

be found in Astolfi et al. (2019),1 but for the sake of clarity,

a brief description is reported hereafter and summarized in

Fig. 1 and Table II. In particular, the schemes of the

measurement positions for the different parameters are

shown in Fig. 1 and were all applied for a full classroom

acoustic characterization.

The measurement equipment consisted of a TalkBox

acoustic stimulus generator (NTi Audio, Schaan,

Liechtenstein), which, according to the datasheet provided

by the manufacturing company,51 presents a standardized

voice-like acoustical signal emission of the human voice,52

and of a calibrated-class-1 SLM (model XL2 by Nti Audio,

Schaan, Liechtenstein). The TalkBox was placed at the posi-

tion typically occupied by the teacher during lessons, i.e.,

1 m from the blackboard wall at a height of 1.5 m from the

floor. The SLM was located at least 1 m from any surface

and at a height of 1.1 m from the floor, in different positions

over the pupils’ seating area, which were selected case by

case to acquire acoustic stimuli for the extraction of several

parameters.

Receivers 1, 2, and 3, along the main axis of each class-

room, were representative of the first, central, and last row

of desks, respectively, and two off-axis positions, i.e.,

receivers 4 and 5, were then added. Receivers 1, 2, and 3

receive the best possible frequency distribution of the direct

sound from the source, but, since they are farthest from the

walls, they are affected less by the reflections from the

walls.

Off-axis receiver 4 represents the most disadvantaged

seat in each classroom, that is, at the back of the room, at

the widest possible angle from the source axis, on the right-

side, close to the window. However, the overall A-weighted

difference in speech level between receiver 3 (on the axis)

and 4 (at a maximum of 30� off the axis) was found to be

–0.2 dBA at the same distance from the source under

anechoic conditions,53 and facade reflections further reduce

this gap. Furthermore, as it will be reported in Sec. III A,

receivers 3 and 4 are positioned at more than 5 times the

critical distance in all the considered classrooms and do not

benefit from the direct sound to a large extent. However,

when a human talker53 and the TalkBox51 directivity pat-

terns are compared, we detect differences lower than 1 dB

up to the octave band center frequencies of 4 kHz and of

�6 dB at 8 kHz, for the same azimuth angle of 30� on the

horizontal plane.

Receiver 5, which is closer to the source, in correspon-

dence to the first row of pupils, at a wider azimuth angle

FIG. 1. Schemes of the measurement setup applied for a full classroom

acoustic characterization with the positions of the sound level meter (SLM)

(*) and of the sound source (S) (�).
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from the axis, could also be considered. With reference to

the typical classroom layout, the maximum azimuth angle

that we encountered in the classrooms was 45� in the first

row of pupils. The drop in value measured in this condition,

due to speaker’s directivity, is �0.6 dBA, with maximum

differences of ��1 dB in the octave bands that are the most

important for speech intelligibility, i.e., from 0.5 to

4 kHz.52,54 These slight differences in the speaker’s level,

due to directivity, can be compensated for by the reflections

from the wall and by the higher speech intensity, due to the

shorter distance than that of receiver 4. For these reasons,

we only considered receiver 4 as a disadvantaged receiver

position that had to be included in the measurement setup.

Receivers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 differed slightly from class-

room to classroom, depending on the size of the rooms. The

distance from the source was between 2.2 and 3.1 m,

between 3.4 and 5.6 m, between 5.9 and 7.1 m, and between

4.2 and 7.5 m, for receivers 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Receiver 5 was only used for the measurement of back-

ground noise, and its distance from the source was about

2.2 m. The SLM was also positioned at the reference posi-

tion (ref), which was the same in each classroom, as we

used the measurement at this position to compare the speech

level value at 1 m from the source for all the case studies.

We used a wooden clapper, which we located randomly

in two positions in each classroom, in combination with three

microphone positions, as a sound source for the measurement

of the RT in unoccupied conditions.16 The results obtained in

occupied conditions were obtained as the average of the mea-

surement positions when we used the TalkBox as the sound

source. However, since the radiation of the wooden clapper is

within the directivity of a standard omnidirectional sound

source for higher frequencies than 0.5 kHz,55 and the compat-

ibility of a RT obtained with an omnidirectional sound source

and a source with the similar directivity to a human talker has

already been proved, albeit with slight differences at low fre-

quencies,56 the use of the two procedures should not have

implied any significant differences, except for the lowest fre-

quency range, from 0.125 to 0.5 kHz. However, an ad hoc
comparison, performed in a small unoccupied university

classroom, revealed quite a good match between the two

measurement procedures, with differences lower than 5% for

the octave bands from 0.125 to 8 kHz.

Table II shows the characteristics of the source stimuli,

the acquisition intervals, the acoustical parameters, and the

references and/or standards considered for the measurements.

The parameters that were measured are T20, which is the RT

when children are in a classroom; T20_e, which refers to the

TABLE II. Characteristics of the source stimuli, acquisition intervals, parameters, and considered reference or standard for the measurement of the different

parameters related to the schemes shown in Fig. 1. In case of scheme 3, no references or standards have been followed for the measured parameters; thus,

n.a. (not available) has been entered in the correspondent cells.

Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3

Source stimuli

Children in

silence

inside the

classroom

Children

performing

group activities

inside the

classroom

Three repeated 3 s exponential sine sweeps emitted by

Talkbox in S or in 2 randomly chosen wooden clapper source

positions and no. 3 microphone positions

(6 source-receiver pairs) for T20_e

Speech signal with a

“normal” vocal effort

emitted by Talkbox in S

Measurement positions

SLM at a height of 1.1 m

from the floor at positions 2,

4, and 5

SLM at a height of 1.1 m

from the floor at positions 1, 2, 3, and 4

SLM at a height of 1.1 m from

the floor in 1, 2, and 3; SLM

at 1.5 m from the floor in the ref

Acquisition interval

3 min in each position 15 s for each position 20 s for each position

Parameter, averaging, symbol

Single value for each

classroom

Single value for each classroom Single value for each

classroomFrequency average

(0.25–2 kHz) (0.5–1 kHz) (0.5–1 kHz) (0.5–1 kHz)

LN_sil (dBA) LN_gr (dBA) T20 (s) T20_e (s) C50_ctr,

C50_M (dB)

U50_ctr,

U50_M (dB)

LS_ref

(dBA)

mLS

(dBA/dd)

Reference or standard

Puglisi et al. (2015) (Ref. 57) DIN 18041:2016

(Ref. 39),

ISO 3382-2:2009

(Ref. 49)

ISO 3382-2:2009

(Ref. 49),

Puglisi et al.(2017)

(Ref. 16)

ISO 3382-1:2009

(Ref. 58)

Bradley

(1986) (Ref. 44);

Bradley et al.
(1999) (Ref. 46)

n.a. n.a.
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empty conditions; LN_sil, which is the noise acquired when

the students are silent; and LN_gr, which is the noise acquired

while the students are performing group activities. Moreover,

the speech level was recorded at 1 m from the source, LS_ref,

and then in positions from 1 to 4 for the calculation of U50,

and in positions from 1 to 3 along the main axis, for the calcu-

lation of its slope per double distance, mLS;1,59 speech clarity

and the useful-to-detrimental ratio refer to the mean distribu-

tions in the classroom and are labeled with the subscript “M,”

e.g., C50_M and U50_M, or refer to single values in the center

of the classroom, i.e., position 2, and are labeled with the

subscript “ctr,” e.g., C50_ctr and U50_ctr. The useful-to-

detrimental ratio, U50 (dB), is defined as 10 time the logarith-

mic ratio of the early-arriving speech energy and the sum of

the later-arriving speech energy and the ambient noise. It has

been calculated according to Bradley et al. (1999)46 from the

measured C50, averaged over the four octaves from 500 Hz

to 4 kHz, and from the A-weighted SNR.

C. Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was carried out with SPSS (IBM

Statistics 20, IBM, Armonk, NY). Since the distribution of the

database resulted as non-normal, once we had checked it,

assuming the Lilliefors correction with the Shapiro–Wilk test,

we used non-parametric methods to analyze the data. We inves-

tigated any correlations between the acoustic parameters by

means of Spearman’s rho60 and further analyzed those with a

p-value< 0.01 through linear regression analysis.

We then divided the classrooms into two groups, start-

ing from a reference T20 value chosen arbitrarily from

among the ones identified as thresholds for evaluating the

compliance or non-compliance of the classroom acoustic

conditions. In this way, the classroom acoustics were classi-

fied as C or NC with the requirement. We assessed the sig-

nificance of the differences between the values of the

parameters in the two groups by means of the Mann–

Whitney U test (MWU), a test that is used for two groups of

independent observations. Only the parameters with a p-

value below 0.05 were considered significantly different

between the two groups.

Once the classrooms were subdivided between the two

groups based on the T20 thresholds and once the acoustical

parameters that significantly differ between the groups were

detected with the MWU test, we resorted to the receiver

operating characteristic (ROC) approach for these parame-

ters. First, the area under the curve (AUC) of each of these

acoustical parameters was inspected to assess its overall

summary accuracy to classify cases between the groups of

classrooms C or NC with the threshold. AUC ranges from

0.5 to 1.0: an AUC greater than 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 reflects

a poor, fair, good, and excellent ability of the parameter to

separate those classrooms compliant with the thresholds

from those that do not comply, respectively. Second, the

analysis of the ROC curves allowed for the identification of

the most suitable threshold value for the acoustical parame-

ters, based on the minimum squared distance (MSqD) from

the ROC curve to the upper-left corner of the chart, that is,

the theoretical optimum in which all the classrooms are cor-

rectly attributed to the C or NC groups.61 Third, the accu-

racy and precision of the thresholds identified through the

MSqD from the ROC curve were then tested to assess their

ability to classify the acoustic quality of the classrooms as

either C or NC.62 To perform these analyses, the values of

the parameters were indicated as follows:

• True positive (TP), when the classification was C based

on T20 and the value of the specific parameter was cor-

rectly identified in the C group based on its threshold;
• true negative (TN), when the classification was NC based

on T20 and the value of the specific parameter was cor-

rectly identified in the NC group based on its threshold;
• false positive (FP), when the classification was C based

on T20 and the value of the specific parameter was identi-

fied in the NC group based on its threshold;
• false negative (FN), when the classification was NC based

on T20 and the value of the specific parameter was identi-

fied in the C group based on its threshold.

Accuracy, ðTPþ TNÞ=ðTPþ FPþ TNþ FNÞ; is the

percentage of positive and negative predictions that were

correct and responded to the following question: “How

many classrooms have been correctly labeled out of all the

29 classrooms?” Precision, TP=ðTPþ FPÞ; is the percentage

of positive predictions that were correct and responded to

the following question: “How many of those classrooms that

have been labeled as compliant classrooms, i.e., C, actually

respect the threshold?”

III. RESULTS

A. Measurement results

Table III shows the results of the acoustic measure-

ments in the primary school classrooms, while Table IV

reports the descriptive statistics of the acoustical parameters,

considering all the classrooms together. The measured

acoustical parameter range covers a wide span of values for

all the considered parameters and represents most of the

classroom environment typologies.63 T20 ranges from 0.5 to

1.4 s, C50_M ranges from �2.2 to 7.6 dB, and U50_M ranges

from �2.2 to 6.5 dB. The RT for classroom A2 under unoc-

cupied condition T20_e is lower than T20 under occupied

conditions. This result is due to the shape and inclination of

the vaulted ceiling. These architectural features determined

longer RTs for medium frequencies between 0.5 and 1 kHz,

along the main axis of the occupied classrooms as a result of

increased reflections due to focalization.

In occupied classrooms, the critical radius, approxi-

mately calculated as rc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:0032 V=T

p
(with V represent-

ing the room’s volume and T its RT),64 which denotes the

distance from the source at which the reverberant field has

the same intensity as the direct field, is between 0.7 and

1.1 m. According to Houtgast et al. (1980),65 speech intelli-

gibility remains constant and depends only on the reverber-

ant field if the distance exceeds 5 times the critical radius. In
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each classroom, we checked that the distance of the

receivers 3 and 4 was 5 times the critical radius; thus, for

the receivers farthest from the source, the reverberant field

predominates over the direct field.

We also checked that the Schroeder frequency of each

classroom was always lower than the lowest frequency of

the lowest octave band averaged for each acoustical parame-

ter. The Schroeder frequency for the investigated classrooms

ranges from 123 to 159 Hz, and the lowest bound of the

250 Hz octave band is higher than these values.

Regarding the background noise level when the pupils

were silent, LN_sil, the lowest measured level was

38.4 dB(A), which means that all the classrooms recorded

values above the limit of 35 dB(A) suggested in Minelli

et al. (2022)26 for a better learning performance. All the

classrooms were found to be well below the value of

64 dB(A) LNeq and thus meet the British government’s tar-

gets pertaining to literacy and numeracy.42

B. Correlations between the acoustical parameters

Table V shows the two-tailed significant correlations

between the acoustical parameters measured in the class-

rooms, which corroborate the outcomes that had already

TABLE III. The acoustic parameters measured for each classroom. Standard deviations are indicated in parentheses, when available; n.a. stands for not avail-

able, as in the case of measurements that went wrong. It is also indicated whether the classrooms belonged to the compliant group, i.e., C, or to the non-

compliant group, i.e., NC, in the case of groupings (a) and (b). The values that do not comply with the thresholds in Table VIII, i.e., false positive (FP) and false

negative (FN), based on the different groups, are highlighted in bold when considering (a), in italics when considering (b), and in bold italics if the value does

not comply with the (a) or (b) subdivisions. FP is intended when the classification was C based on T20 grouping (a) and (b) and the value of the specific param-

eter was identified in the NC group. FN is intended when the classification was NC and the value of the specific parameter was identified in the C group.

ID

Acoustical parameters Group

T20

(s)

T20_e

(s)

LN_sil

(dBA)

LN_gr

(dBA)

Ls_ref

(dBA)

mLS

(dBA/dd)

C50_M

(dB)

C50_ctr

(dB)

U50_M

(dB)

U50_ctr

(dB)

T20� 0.8 s

(a)

T20� 0.6 s

(b)

A1 0.9 (0.02) 0.9 (0.04) 51.7 n.a. 61.3 �1.9 1.3 (1.2) 1.0 �1.2 (1.0) �1.1 NC NC

A2 1.0 (0.06) 0.8 (0.06) 49.0 64.7 61.2 �2.4 2.2 (1.8) 0.0 0.2 (1.1) �1.3 NC NC

A3 0.8 (0.06) 0.8 (0.05) 38.4 61.8 60.3 �2.0 4.1 (0.9) 5.1 3.8 (0.9) 4.8 C NC

A4 0.7 (0.03) 0.7 (0.06) 47.1 69.2 61.3 �1.6 4.7 (1.4) 4.4 3.4 (1.4) 3.4 C NC

A5 0.7 (0.04) 0.8 (0.06) 46.3 78.4 61.0 �2.3 5.4 (0.4) 4.8 3.9 (0.6) 3.5 C NC

B1 0.5 (0.01) 0.6 (0.07) 49.3 66.3 60.8 �2.1 7.6 (1.5) 7.3 4.0 (1.9) 2.9 C C

B2 0.5 (0.09) 0.5 (0.02) 39.9 66.3 61.7 �2.6 7.0 (1.0) 8.1 6.5 (0.9) 7.3 C C

C1 0.7 (0.03) 0.9 (0.03) 49.3 62.2 62.8 �1.6 3.3 (0.8) 2.8 2.2 (0.6) 1.9 C NC

D1 1.3 (0.05) 1.4 (0.06) 51.2 68.0 63.0 �1.8 �0.1 (0.6) �0.6 �1.6 (0.8) �2.1 NC NC

D2 1.3 (0.10) 1.4 (0.01) 52.0 n.a. 62.7 �2.1 �0.1 (1.0) 0.0 �1.6 (1.3) �1.6 NC NC

E1 1.2 (0.06) 1.3 (0.06) 54.0 66.6 62.1 �1.4 1.1 (0.9) 0.7 �1.2 (0.6) �1.5 NC NC

E2 1.0 (0.08) 1.0 (0.15) 54.3 73.7 61.5 �1.9 2.7 (1.0) 3.8 �0.9 (0.8) 0.0 NC NC

F1 1.2 (0.03) 1.5 (0.01) 52.0 75.1 62.1 �1.7 �0.3 (1.8) 1.1 �2.2 (1.6) �0.9 NC NC

F2 1.4 (0.13) 1.7 (0.03) 52.0 73.8 62.9 �1.8 �0.1 (1.2) �1.1 �1.8 (1.3) �2.7 NC NC

G1 0.9 (0.05) 1.2 (0.07) 51.5 72.2 62.3 �2.1 2.6 (1.0) 3.3 0.9 (0.9) 1.3 NC NC

G2 0.6 (0.01) 0.9 (0.01) 51.9 65.3 60.7 �0.8 2.9 (0.9) 3.3 0.8 (0.6) 1.4 C C

G3 0.7 (0.05) 0.8 (0.04) 52.5 63.5 n.a. 0.0 4.4 (0.3) 4.7 n.a. n.a. C NC

H1 0.7 (0.03) 0.8 (0.03) 51.6 71.9 61.5 �1.1 3.6 (0.2) 3.9 1.5 (0.1) 1.4 C NC

H2 0.6 (0.08) 0.9 (0.04) 55.9 68.1 62.4 �2.2 5.3 (0.3) 5.9 20.7 (0.5) 21.0 C C

H3 0.7 (0.04) 1.0 (0.19) 45.5 63.9 62.9 �1.8 3.8 (0.3) 3.8 3.2 (0.5) 3.0 C NC

H4 0.7 (0.03) 0.8 (0.04) 53.1 65.5 62.9 �2.1 4.1 (0.6) 3.6 0.7 (0.6) 20.1 C NC

I1 1.3 (0.10) 1.3 (0.07) 45.7 59.9 61.9 �1.6 �2.2 (0.2) �1.1 �1.7 (0.3) �2.6 NC NC

I2 1.1 (0.03) 1.3 (0.03) 42.3 71.1 63.3 �2.3 0.0 (0.9) �0.3 �0.2 (0.9) �0.5 NC NC

L1 0.9 (0.05) n.a. 47.9 67.4 61.1 �1.9 1.6 (1.0) 1.0 0.3 (1.1) 0.0 NC NC

L2 1.0 (0.04) 1.2 (0.02) 46.0 71.6 62.0 �2.2 0.5 (2.0) 0.6 �0.2 (2.1) �0.1 NC NC

L3 1.0 (0.05) 1.3 (0.04) 43.0 81.3 62.6 �2.3 0.8 (0.7) 0.7 0.5 (0.7) 0.3 NC NC

M1 0.9 (0.04) 1.1 (0.06) 52.0 81.9 63.0 �1.7 2.1 (1.3) 2.3 0.4 (0.9) 0.5 NC NC

N1 1.1 (0.05) 1.1 (0.04) 54.3 76.1 63.9 �1.4 1.4 (0.7) 0.9 �1.0 (1.0) �1.4 NC NC

O1 1.0 (0.04) 1.1 (0.04) 49.6 76.7 62.3 �1.9 2.3 (1.1) 2.4 0.5 (0.7) 0.7 NC NC

TABLE IV. Descriptive statistics of the acoustical parameters for all the

classrooms. Standard deviations are indicated in parentheses. The percen-

tiles were calculated using Tukey’s hinges.

Parameter Average 25th percentile 50th percentile 75th percentile

T20 (s) 0.9 (0.3) 0.7 0.9 1.1

T20_e (s) 1.0 (0.3) 0.8 1.0 1.3

LN_sil (dBA) 48.9 (4.6) 46.0 49.6 52.0

LN_gr (dBA) 70 (6.0) 65.5 69.2 73.8

Ls_ref (dBA) 62.1 (0.9) 61.5 62.1 62.9

mLs (dBA/dd) �1.8 (0.6) �2.2 �1.9 �1.6

C50_M (dB) 2.6 (2.4) 0.8 2.7 4.1

C50_ctr (dB) 2.6 (2.5) 0.7 2.8 3.9

U50_M (dB) 0.8 (2.2) �0.9 0.5 2.2

U50_ctr (dB) 0.8 (2.4) �0.9 0.4 1.9
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been found in Astolfi et al. (2019).1 First, a strong negative

relationship can be observed between the RT under occu-

pied conditions, T20, and the C50 and U50 speech intelligi-

bility indexes, an outcome that seems to suggest that it is

necessary to use only one quantity to characterize classroom

acoustics. This outcome also confirms the results of the pre-

vious study by Bradley (1986),44 where it is indicated that

many of the early/late ratio values can be predicted from the

measured RTs with a root mean square (rms) error of just

over 1 dB.

Second, the positive and significant correlation between

T20 and T20_e suggests the possibility of only characteriz-

ing classrooms under empty conditions, with a consequent

reduction in the efforts necessary to carry out acoustic mea-

surements in such an environment.

Third, the very close connection between the central

and mean values of both the C50 and U50 quantities indi-

cates that only one measurement in the center of the room is

needed to represent the behavior of the whole classroom, in

terms of speech intelligibility, as already shown by Puglisi

et al. (2018).6

Figure 2 shows the results of the regression analyses of

the correlations and quantifies the relationship between the

parameters. High R2 values are found for all the significant

correlations, except for LS_ref and T20, for which the rela-

tionship is weak. As far as the behavior of LS_ref is con-

cerned, a clear relationship does not appear for RT increases

from 0.5 to 1.4 s, even though the tendency is coherent with

what can be expected, i.e., lower LS_ref values are related to

lower RT values, while the contribution of the environmen-

tal reflections increases the level of the signal emitted by the

source for higher RTs.

It is possible to assume, from the graphs in Fig. 2 and

the correlations in Table V, that classroom acoustics can be

fully characterized from just a single measure, e.g., T20 or

C50_ctr, since it would be possible to estimate the other

parameters through robust equations.

C50 in the central position in occupied settings, i.e.,

C50_ctr, can be considered as one of the most effective quan-

tities for measurements inside a classroom to investigate

classroom acoustics. It could be preferred in comparison to

T20 and U50 because of its faster measurement procedure,

which requires the acquisition of the impulse response for

one source-to-listener path. T20, on the other hand, requires

more than one receiver to calculate the spatial average,

while U50, even though referring to the central position, i.e.,

U50_ctr, requires the measurement of the impulse response,

the level of the signal, and the background noise level. This

is obviously valid for conditions in which the background

noise when the pupils are silent is as low as in the present

study, that is, it does not affect speech intelligibility to any

great extent.

As far as the relationship between T20 and T20_e is

concerned, a close correlation can be observed in Fig. 2,

which suggests that only the empty condition needs to be

considered for an experimental survey.

C. C and NC classrooms

To categorize certain classrooms as belonging to an

acceptable or non-acceptable ranking, i.e., C or NC, they

were subdivided into two groups twice, i.e., assuming arbi-

trary T20 cutoff values of 0.8 s (a) and of 0.6 s (b), respec-

tively. The objective was to ascertain the threshold that

divides C from NC for each acoustical parameter in both

cases.

The T20 cutoff value of 0.8 s for grouping (a) was cho-

sen as being representative of moderate requirements for

classroom acoustics since (i) it is toward the upper range of

admittable RTs in comfortable classrooms used for learn-

ing;27,28 (ii) it is the optimal value advised in the case of the

refurbishment of primary school classrooms, and it is rec-

ommended for older pupils;37 and (iii) it also minimizes the

vocal effort for teachers.29,31

On the other hand, for grouping (b), a T20 value equal

to 0.6 s is the cutoff value that is required in the case of

more severe classroom acoustics requirements. It was cho-

sen since (i) it is recommended in the most recent standards

on classroom acoustics, such as the DIN 18041:201639 and

the UNI 11532-2:2020 standards,38 and (ii) there is evidence

that 0.6 s is the optimal value to guarantee a better learning

performance for primary school students.26

Tables VI and VII report the descriptive statistics for

compliance and non-compliance classrooms for cases (a)

and (b), respectively, together with the information if the two

TABLE V. Correlation matrix of the acoustical parameters measured in the classrooms. Spearman correlation coefficients with two asterisks indicate signifi-

cant relationships, with a p-value< 0.01.

T20 T20_e LN_sil LN_gr LS_ref mLS C50_M C50_ctr U50_M U50_ctr

T20 0.865** �0.934** �0.892** �0.823** �0.802**

T20_e 0.586** �0.905** �0.804** �0.809** �0.730**

LN_sil �0.489**

LN_gr

LS_ref

mLS

C50_M 0.934** 0.861** 0.807**

C50_ctr 0.777** 0.829**

U50_M 0.945**

U50_ctr
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groups differ significantly. The boxplots are included as sup-

plementary material.66 As can be seen from Table VI, there

is no significant difference between the C and NC groups for

the LN_sil, LS_ref, or mLS parameters since the results of the

MWU are greater than 0.05. Table VII shows that the two C

and NC groups are once again not significantly different for

the LN_sil, LS_ref, or mLS parameters, as resulting from the

MWU test. Moreover, no significant differences are found

for the LN_gr, U50_M, or U50_ctr parameters.

Table VIII shows the AUC and the threshold values of

the acoustical parameters obtained for the two groupings (a)

and (b), which were used to subdivide the classrooms into C

and NC.

As far as grouping (a) is considered, a maximum AUC

is shown for the parameter C50_M. High values of AUC are

also reported for C50_ctr, U50_M, and T20_e that reveal an

excellent ability of the parameters to discriminate the class-

rooms between the two groups. This ability lowers in the

case of U50_ctr and LN_gr parameters, being good and fair,

respectively. From the thresholds identified through the

MSqD from the ROC curve, classrooms with T20 and T20_e

equal to or lower than 0.8 and 0.9 s, respectively, and with

LN_gr equal to or lower than 67 dB(A), are labeled as C. C

are also labeled classrooms with C50_M and C50_ctr equal to

or higher than 3 dB and with U50_M and U50_ctr equal to or

a higher than 1 dB. On the contrary, they are labeled as NC.

Thresholds for the LN_sil, LS_ref, or mLS parameters are not

given since they did not significantly differ between NC and

C, as shown in Table VI.

About grouping (b), the AUC values derived from the

ROC analysis are generally lower compared to grouping (a).

Greater values of AUC are shown for C50_M and C50_ctr

FIG. 2. Regression lines of the significant correlations shown in Table V. The determination of R2 coefficient confirms the close relationship between the

parameters in most of the considered cases.
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that have an excellent ability to separate the classrooms that

comply with the threshold from those that do not comply,

followed by the T20_e that can do the same in a good way.

From the thresholds identified with the MSqD from the

ROC curve, classrooms with T20_e equal to or lower than

0.9 s and with C50_M and C50_ctr equal to or higher than 5

and 6 dB, respectively, are labeled as C. Thresholds for the

parameters LN_sil, LS_ref, mLS, LN_gr, U50_M, or U50_ctr are

not given since the NC and C groups of classrooms do not

differ significantly, as shown in Table VI.

Table VIII also reports the accuracy and precision of

the thresholds identified through the MSqD from the ROC

curve for each acoustical parameter in labeling the

classrooms in the two categories. Table III shows the values

that do not comply with the threshold of the specific param-

eters, i.e., FP and FN, which are in bold, in italics, or in bold

italics, on the basis of a group belonging to (a) or (b).

As can be seen from Table VIII, clustering (a) shows a

100% accuracy and precision of the threshold values for

C50_M and U50_M. This accuracy refers to the capability of

the threshold to correctly assign the classrooms to the C or

NC groups, while precision only implies the correct assign-

ment of the classrooms to the C group. In other words,

focusing on C50_M and U50_M, all of the 29 classrooms

have been correctly assigned to the NC or C groups; thus,

these thresholds are 100% able to correctly qualify the

TABLE VI. Descriptive statistics of the acoustical parameters with a subdi-

vision into compliance (C) and non-compliance (NC), based on a T20 lower

than or equal to 0.8 s, according to grouping (a). Standard deviations are

indicated in parentheses. The percentiles were calculated using Tukey’s

hinges. The p-values that were obtained with the MWU are also shown, and

the ones lower than 0.05 are reported in bold. In the case of T20, the p-value

is not available (n.a.) because the test has not been performed as the group-

ing was based on this parameter.

Average

25th

percentile

50th

percentile

75th

percentile p-value

T20 (s) C 0.6 (0.1) 0.6 0.7 0.7 n.a

NC 1.1 (0.2) 1.0 1.0 1.2

T20_e (s) C 0.8 (0.1) 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.00

NC 1.2 (0.2) 1.1 1.2 1.3

LN_sil (dBA) C 48.0 (5.3) 45.9 49.3 51.8 0.48

NC 49.7 (4.3) 46.0 51.3 52.0

LN_gr (dBA) C 67.2 (4.7) 64.6 66.3 68.6 0.02

NC 72.3 (6.1) 68.0 73.0 76.1

Ls_ref (dBA) C 61.7 (1.0) 60.9 61.5 62.6 0.09

NC 62.4 (0.7) 62.0 62.3 63.0

mLs (dBA/dd) C �1.7 (0.8) �2.2 �2.0 �1.6 0.85

NC �1.9 (0.3) �2.2 �1.9 �1.7

C50_M (dB) C 4.7 (1.5) 3.7 4.1 5.4 0.00

NC 1 (1.4) �0.1 1.0 2.2

C50_ctr (dB) C 4.8 (1.7) 3.7 4.4 5.5 0.00

NC 0.9 (1.5) �0.3 0.7 2.3

U50_M (dB) C 2.6 (2.0) 1.1 3.2 3.8 0.00

NC �0.6 (1.0) �1.7 �0.6 0.4

U50_ctr (dB) C 2.6 (2.3) 1.4 2.9 3.5 0.00

NC �0.7 (1.3) �1.5 �0.7 0.4

TABLE VII. Descriptive statistics of the acoustical parameters with a sub-

division into compliance (C) and non-compliance (NC), based on a T20

lower than or equal to 0.6 s, according to grouping (b). Standard deviations

are indicated in parentheses. The percentiles were calculated using Tukey’s

hinges. The p-values that were obtained with the MWU are also shown, and

the ones lower than 0.05 are reported in bold. In the case of T20, the p-value

is not available (n.a.) because the test has not been performed as the group-

ing was based on this parameter.

Average

25th

percentile

50th

percentile

75th

percentile p-value

T20 (s) C 0.6 (0.1) 0.5 0.6 0.6 n.a.

NC 1.0 (0.2) 0.7 1.0 1.1

T20_e (s) C 0.7 (0.2) 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.03

NC 1.1 (0.3) 0.8 1.1 1.3

LN_sil (dBA) C 49.2 (6.8) 44.6 50.6 53.9 0.87

NC 49.3 (4.1) 46.3 51.2 52.0

LN_gr (dBA) C 66.5 (1.2) 65.8 66.3 67.2 0.28

NC 70.3 (6.3) 65.1 71.1 74.5

Ls_ref (dBA) C 61.4 (0.8) 60.8 61.3 62.1 0.12

NC 62.1 (0.9) 61.4 62.2 62.9

mLs (dBA/dd) C �1.4 (1.4) �2.2 �2.2 �0.8 0.58

NC �1.9 (0.3) �2.1 �1.9 �1.7

C50_M (dB) C 5.7 (2.1) 4.1 6.2 7.3 0.01

NC 2.0 (1.9) 0.5 2.1 3.6

C50_ctr (dB) C 6.2 (2.1) 4.6 6.6 7.7 0.01

NC 1.9 (2.0) 0.6 1.1 3.8

U50_M (dB) C 2.6 (3.2) 0.1 2.4 5.3 0.09

NC 0.3 (1.9) �1.2 0.3 1.2

U50_ctr (dB) C 2.7 (3.4) 0.3 2.2 5.1 0.12

NC 0.2 (2.0) �1.4 �0.1 1.4

TABLE VIII. AUC, thresholds for the compliant group of classrooms (C), identified through the MSqD from the ROC curve and their accuracy and preci-

sion for groupings (a) and (b). The parameter data that can be used alternatively to characterize classroom acoustics, according to the different levels of per-

formance required in the classroom, are shown in bold, while n.a. stands for “not available.” Not available data are related to parameters that resulted with

p-value higher than 0.05 in the MWU, as shown in Table VII.

Grouping T20_e (s) LN_gr (dBA) C50_M (dB) C50_ctr (dB) U50_M (dB) U50_ctr (dB)

(a) T20� 0.8 s AUC 0.95 0.77 1.00 0.98 0.95 0.90

Threshold for C classrooms �0.9 �67 �3 �3 �1 �1

Accuracy 89% (25/28) 74% (20/27) 100% (29/29) 93% (27/29) 100% (28/28) 86% (24/28)

Precision 92% (11/12) 67% (8/12) 100% (12/12) 100% (12/12) 100% (11/11) 82% (9/11)

(b) T20� 0.6 s AUC 0.85 n.a. 0.91 0.92 n.a. n.a.

Threshold for C classrooms �0.9 �5 �6

Accuracy 68% (19/28) 93% (27/29) 100% (29/29)

Precision 100% (4/4) 75% (3/4) 100% (4/4)
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acoustics of the classroom. Furthermore, it implies that the

assessment of either C50_M, U50_M, or T20, on the basis of

which the grouping (a) was carried out, provides a correct

classroom acoustics qualification, and it is therefore neces-

sary to measure only one of these three parameters to cor-

rectly qualify the acoustics of the entire classroom. The

accuracy and precision of the thresholds of the LN_gr,

U50_ctr, and T20_e parameters do not reach 100%, and they

remain around 70%, 80%, and 90%, respectively. This

means that evaluating the acoustics of the classroom using

the LN_gr, U50_ctr, or T20_e parameters could lead to incor-

rect attributions. C50_ctr is not always able to correctly sub-

divide the 29 classrooms into the two C and NC groups,

since its accuracy is around 90%. On the other hand, C50_ctr

can correctly label the classrooms that comply with the

requirement, as demonstrated by its 100% precision.

For grouping (b), a 100% accuracy and precision per-

centage are only shown for C50_ctr. The percentages of the

classifiers of the T20_e and C50_M parameters are generally

lower than those obtained with grouping (a), thus showing a

reduction in the ability of the respective thresholds to cor-

rectly classify the classrooms as C or NC. T20_e threshold

can accurately subdivide the classrooms into the two groups

19 times out of 28 (68% accuracy), while its precision is

100%. C50_M threshold shows 93% accuracy and 75%

precision.

Based on the accuracy and precision in discriminating

compliance and non-compliance cases, Table VIII shows, in

bold, the thresholds and the parameters that can be used

alternatively to characterize classroom acoustics, according

to the different performance required in the classroom, that

is, moderate performance, as with grouping (a), or severe

performance, as with grouping (b). T20, T20_e, C50_M,

C50_ctr, and U50_M are suitable for moderate requirements,

while in the case of a severe requirement, T20, C50_M, and

C50_ctr are advised.

Table III shows the paucity of cases belonging to the C

group for the grouping (b). A similar amount of data is

needed for both groups to improve the statistical analysis

and to have more robust results, like those in the case of

grouping (a). This will be achieved by boosting the sharing

of acoustical measures across Europe, since Italian schools

are generally hosted in typical Southern European buildings,

which have high ceilings and plaster walls and are thus asso-

ciated with slightly higher RT values.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Thresholds for C and NC classroom acoustics

Thresholds of acoustical parameters for C and NC

classroom acoustics were established in the case of moder-

ate and severe requirements. Consistent with Building

Bulletin 93 (BB93:2015),37 RT for moderate requirements

fits well in the case of refurbishments and for secondary

school students,19 whereas severe limits are intended for

younger pupils and in the case of new schools. Severe con-

ditions are also supported by the DIN 18041:201639 and

UNI 11532–2:2020 standards,38 for about 200 m3 rooms

(see Sec. I A 1).

In the case of moderate acoustic requirements, class-

rooms need to ensure T20 equal to or lower than 0.8 s, T20_e

equal to or lower than 0.9 s, or C50_M and C50_ctr equal to

or higher than 3 dB. These classrooms should also implicitly

guarantee U50_M and U50_ctr equal to or higher than 1 dB

and LN_gr equal to or lower than 67 dBA. The C50 and U50

target values for moderate requirements agree with those

obtained by Bradley,44,46 who recommended a C50 greater

than 2 6 1 dB at mid frequencies for small and medium-

sized classrooms with a RT of 0.8 s and a 1 kHz U50 opti-

mum of 1 dB to ensure very good speech intelligibility.

On the other hand, if severe acoustics are required for

young pupils or to respect the standards for new schools,

classrooms should guarantee T20 equal to or lower than

0.6 s or C50_ctr and C50_M equal to or higher than 6 and

5 dB, respectively. These classrooms should also implicitly

guarantee T20_e equal to or lower than 0.9 s.

However, the thresholds investigated in this study are

based on statistical analyses that depend on the collected

data and on the imposed cutoff, and not on studies testing

performance or subjective perception of pupils. This consti-

tutes a limitation of the study, and further work should be

done to validate these values with children’s performance

and perception.

B. Optimal RT in classrooms and priorities
for classroom acoustics

Yang and Bradley (2009)27 stated that acceptable RTs

in classrooms during lessons should vary between 0.3 and

0.9 s, while Hodgson and Nosal (2002)28 demonstrated that

when the dominant sources of interfering sounds are nearby

children, nonzero RTs should be in the range of 0.1 s to sev-

eral seconds. To corroborate this, Bradley et al. (1999)46

found that room acoustics are less important than the SNR

to have good speech intelligibility in classrooms. This usu-

ally implies that guaranteeing high SNRs, i.e.,

SNR> 15 dB, is more important than guaranteeing an opti-

mal RT, especially if an adequate SNR is not guaranteed

first. Furthermore, Astolfi and Pellerey (2008)21 found that

anthropic noise is the main source of disturbance in class-

rooms. Thus, an ideal approach to the acoustical design of

classrooms should be organized considering the priorities.

First, such a design is needed to control anthropic noise

sources, in terms of sound power emission, through behav-

ioral engagement strategies where, e.g., a visual feedback is

provided to the occupants when anthropic noise levels

exceed certain limits, to promote the lowering of the voice

level or the interruption of the conversation.67–69 Second,

the teachers’ voice should be supported toward the end of

the room with early reflections, which can be achieved as a

result of an optimized classroom layout.70,71

In summary, according to the above findings, the design

criteria should not specify the maximum allowable RT in a

classroom, but rather a range of acceptable values, which

should vary between 0.6 and 0.8 s. This range also ensures
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advantageous conditions for speech production.16,31

Moreover, classroom design should maximize early reflec-

tions toward the back of the room with the aim of increasing

speech clarity and speech level, and it should promote spe-

cific devices or strategies to reduce anthropic noise.72

C. C50 as representative parameter to characterize
classroom acoustics

This work suggests that speech clarity C50 can replace

RT to classify classroom acoustics as C or NC. Clarity in

the central position, C50_ctr, and averaged across measure-

ment positions, C50_M, can both be used to characterize

classroom acoustics under occupied conditions and with a

background noise level lower than 56 dB(A). C50_ctr and

C50_M equal to or higher than 6 and 5 dB, respectively, are

advised for severe requirements. This is an important result

supported by other studies. C50_ctr was found to be signifi-

cantly correlated with reading speed for second graders,

while no significant correlations were found with RT, by

Puglisi et al. (2018).6 Arvidsson et al. (2021)73 found that

the perceived speech quality in a room with different acous-

tic treatment is correlated to C50_M and that to obtain satis-

factory sound quality, C50_M > 8 dB is required at mid

frequencies. It was also seen that C50_M more than other

parameters affected the perception, with a minimum differ-

ence of 2 dB needed to recognize different room acoustic

settings.74

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work stems from the need to have comfortable

teaching and learning environments, and it represents an

attempt to identify the minimum number of parameters that

best characterize the acoustics of primary school class-

rooms, together with their optimal values. To do this, a com-

prehensive protocol for systematic acoustic measurements

in small and medium-sized environments was provided and

applied in 29 classrooms. Statistical analyses have been car-

ried out to detect the main correlations among acoustical

parameters and to search their thresholds for identifying

classrooms as C or NC. The survey allowed us to answer the

research questions listed in the Introduction of the present

article, reported below.

A. How many parameters are needed, as a minimum,
to characterize classroom acoustics?

The obtained results show that most of the usually con-

sidered parameters are closely correlated. RT, T20, and

speech clarity in the central point, C50_ctr, or averaged

across measurement positions, C50_M, can all be used as the

most representative parameters to characterize classroom

acoustics, at least under occupied conditions with the pupils

silent and with a lower background noise level than

56 dB(A), which is the maximum level recorded in the class-

rooms. Therefore, using either T20 or C50, it is possible to

estimate the useful-to-detrimental ratio, U50, which is the

parameter that is most closely related to speech

intelligibility, as it accounts for both noise and room acous-

tic defects. The noise level in silent conditions, LN_sil, the

slope per double distance of the speech level, mLS, and the

speech level in the reference point (at 1 m from the source),

LS_ref, have not emerged as primary parameters to character-

ize classroom acoustics.

B. How many measurement points are needed
in a classroom?

To reduce the measurement points to a minimum num-

ber, it is advisable to first characterize classrooms by means

of the speech clarity parameter in the central position,

C50_ctr. A spatial average is needed for T20.

C. Do we really need to carry out measurements
under occupied conditions?

Only the RT was measured in both occupied and unoc-

cupied conditions, and the resulting times were positively

and significantly correlated. T20_e was also significantly

correlated with the C50 and U50 parameters, although we

only measured these parameters in occupied conditions. As

a result of this work, it is possible to state that it is sufficient

to measure T20_e, i.e., in unoccupied conditions, and, if the

threshold is respected, have a guarantee that the thresholds

are respected also when the classroom is occupied.

D. What are the thresholds for C and NC classroom
acoustics in primary schools?

New thresholds for classroom acoustic parameters,

which discriminate the acoustic quality of primary school

classrooms between C and NC, are here proposed on the

basis of two different groupings, one for moderate and one

for severe classroom acoustic requirements. The thresholds

for moderate requirements are as follows:

• 0.8 s and 0.9 s for the RT under occupied and unoccupied

conditions, respectively;
• 67 dB(A) for the noise level during group activities;
• 3 dB for speech clarity, when considered both as a spatial

average and as a single value in the central position;
• 1 dB for the useful-to-detrimental ratio, when considered

both as a spatial average and as a single value in the cen-

tral position.

The thresholds for severe requirements are as follows:

• 0.6 s and 0.9 s for the RT in occupied and unoccupied

conditions, respectively,
• 5 dB for speech clarity, when considered as a spatial aver-

age, and 6 dB, when considered as a single value in the

central position.

Severe requirements are advised for the case of younger

pupils, which should be even more severe when children

with special hearing and communication needs are included

in mainstream classrooms and in the case of new buildings.

Moderate requirements should be considered to make
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interventions on existing classrooms more affordable and to

help teachers suffer less from vocal disorders.
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